Abstract-Collaboration between small-scale wireless devices depends on their ability to infer aggregate properties of all nearby nodes. The highly dynamic environment created by mobile devices introduces a silent failure mode that is disruptive to this kind of inference. We address this problem by presenting techniques for extending existing unstructured aggregation protocols to cope with failure modes introduced by mobile environments. The modified protocols allow devices with limited connectivity to maintain estimates of aggregates, despite unexpected peer departures and arrivals.
I. INTRODUCTION
Flash memory and wireless connectivity are inexpensive. Small, portable devices such as cellphones, pdas, media players and GPS units are now capable of storing large amounts of data, carrying it wherever the owner goes, and wirelessly communicating that data to other devices in the immediate area. Often, data on one device is also relevant to other devices in the same physical area. For example, a gps unit can monitor car-mounted sensors to detect hazards such as slippery roads or high traffic. Nearby units can apply this information to route around the hazards. The ephemeral peering relationships formed between nearby devices can be exploited to spread this data.
Data transmission is limited by the transience and limited capacity of these wireless links. However, when the desired value is an aggregate (eg, sum, average, etc..) over data stored on the devices and not the data itself, this limitation may be mitigated. By decomposing the computation of the aggregate across all the nodes on the network, nodes need only transmit intermediate values rather than entire datasets.
In-network aggregation has been studied extensively, but solutions often rely on the ability to efficiently impose structure (such as a spanning tree on the network) [1] , [2] , [3] . Unstructured aggregation protocols [4] , [5] based on gossip [6] paradigms operate without this dependency, but may produce inaccurate results if hosts leave unexpectedly during a computation. This is especially problematic in a mobile wireless environment, where devices departing an area of interest (either due to mobility or failure) are locally indistinguishable from a devices simply moving to a different position within the same area. This paper's contribution is twofold. First, we address the notion of in-network aggregation in dynamic environments by defining dynamic distributed aggregation protocols. Such protocols stand apart from their static counterparts by neither assuming sufficient connectivity to establish a routing infrastructure, nor assuming that host failures are visible. Even faced with a rapidly changing network, these protocols allow participants to maintain running aggregates.
Second, we present two compelling instances of dynamic distributed aggregation protocols. We extend two existing unstructured static distributed aggregation protocols and show how the extended protocols may be used to maintain running average, count, and sum aggregates, despite host failures, departures, and other forms of network restructuring.
In the basis gossip protocols, each host periodically forwards a subset its current view of the network-wide aggregate to a randomly selected peer. Upon transmission of a view, both recipient and sender update their own views accordingly. Such unstructured protocols are resilient to changes in network structure. However, changes in network composition alter the value being computed, and may break protocol invariants (eg, by causing a zero-sum protocol to lose currency). Host joins are handled transparently by gossip style protocols; the random nature of gossip communication makes a host connecting late indistinguishable from a host treated unfairly by peer selection. However, this potential for unfairness makes it difficult to detect when a host has been removed from the computation.
Without the ability to detect host departures or to impose structure on the network, protocols must resort to other means of obtaining current values. The simplest form of dynamic aggregation is the use of epochs with an existing aggregation protocol. At periodic intervals, the network resets the aggregation protocol to its initial state and begins anew. Though weak clock synchronization can be used to perform this reset, the optimal epoch length is closely tied to the size of the network. Underestimating the epoch length ends the computation before convergence, while overestimation leads to unnecessarily coarse results. Ironically, obtaining the size of the network is itself an aggregate computation. This cyclic dependence reduces the effectiveness of epoch-based protocols in dynamic environments. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses aggregation in dynamic distributed environments. Section 3 discusses summation in dynamic distributed environments. Related work is discussed in Section 4, and the paper concludes in section 5. Further discussion and experimental analysis of these protocols may be found in [7] . Every participating host maintains two values: a weight w i,t and a value v i,t , initialized to 1 and the host's local value, respectively. The vector of these these two values is referred to as the host's mass. At every iteration of the protocol, each host sends half its mass to a random participant and keeps half for itself. At the end of each iteration, a host adds all mass it received to its own. Over time, the value vi,t wi,t converges to the systemwide average at all hosts.
Intuitively, the flow of mass away from each host is proportional to the mass at the host, while the flow of mass towards a host is proportional to the total mass in the system. These flows do not reach equilibrium at a given host until the value at the host has converged to the systemwide average. The weight provides a normalization factor to compensate for differences between the mass sent and received during any given iteration.
The convergence of this protocol is tied to the zero-sum exchanges it employs. Because mass is neither created nor destroyed during these exchanges, the value on which the system converges also remains constant. However, silent host failures introduce error, both as a consequence of the mass removed when the host fails and due to the resulting change in system average. The error introduced is especially high if there exists a correlation between host failures and their values.
A. Push-Sum-Revert
Our first protocol contribution addresses these issues by introducing a controlled local error at each host that adjusts local equilibrium towards the host's initial value. Before each iteration, each host replaces a fraction λ of its current mass with an equal fraction of its initial mass (where the reversion constant λ is a systemwide input). One iteration of Push-SumRevert is shown in Figure 2 .
Push-Sum-Revert can be expressed as the composition of the classic Push-Sum protocol with a Revert step that causes the mass at each host to decay towards its initial value. We now show that the Revert step does not change the mass in the system.
At time 0, the last two terms are equal and cancel. The remaining term, i v i,t is identical to the input, so revert obeys conservation of mass up to this point. If conservation of mass is obeyed up to time t and nodes neither enter nor leave the system, then ( i v i,t ) = ( i v i,0 ) and the last two terms cancel. The same line of reasoning can be applied to w i,t . By recursion, mass in the system is unchanged as long as nodes neither enter nor leave.
This does not prove the convergence of the variant, but does provide intuition as to why the protocol converges to an approximation. Under equilibrium, the value at a host is lowered at hosts where the initial value is below the average. For all the mass removed in this manner, an equal amount of mass is inserted by nodes with an initial value above the average.
B. Improving the Estimate
Push-Sum-Revert's reversion constant introduces an error at each host. Though this error has beneficial properties, it also places a hard limit on the accuracy of the aggregate estimate. The error introduced is proportional to the difference between the host's initial value and the systemwide average. Consequently, the expectation of the error across the entire system is 0. In a uniform gossip environment, this fact can be exploited to obtain a more accurate estimate.
Counterintuitively, increased accuracy over time is achieved by increasing the variance in local estimate; by exporting its entire mass at any given gossip iteration, a host is forced to generate estimate entirely from imported mass. The increased variance during a given iteration is countered by averaging the T most recent protocol iterations. To mitigate the risk that a given host will not receive any mass at a given iteration, each host divides its current mass into N parcels (as opposed to 2).
As observed by Karp et al [8] , uniform gossip's communication graph exhibits a high variance in node indegree (at any given iteration. Consequently, after state has been pushed to half the hosts in the network, gossip favors a pull-based model where hosts seek out state stored at other hosts. Applying Karp et al's pushpull model to Push-Sum-Revert reduces initial convergence time by nearly half as predicted.
A related observation can also be applied to reduce time to re-convergence after a host failure. Nodes with higher indegrees at a given iteration are impacted less when reverting. By scaling λ linearly with to the number of messages received, less error is introduced on average. The expected number of messages received is a constant, so over time the total mass reverted by any given host converges to a constant value as well. 
III. DYNAMIC COUNTING
Counting sketches were originally introduced by Flajolet and Martin [9] as a means of estimating the number of unique elements in a large data set. As demonstrated by Considine et al. [5] , they are also applicable to in-network counting and summation. Counting sketches employ an integer function ρ(i), canonically defined as the index of the first nonzero bit of the L-bit cryptographic hash of i, or the value L if the hash is exactly 0. As each bit of a cryptographic hash is independent, ρ has the probability distribution P [ρ(i) = k] = 1 2 k+1 . ρ is used to convert each host's identifier i (or equivalently, a random value selected by the host at startup) into a nonunique L-bit bitstring B i = 2 ρ(i) . The sketch A is obtained as the bitwise OR of each host's identifier B i . As a consequence of the distribution of ρ, low order bits will be set to one with higher probability than high order bits. However, as the number of hosts increases, an increasing number of low order bits will be set. Flajolet and Martin's R(A) function, equal to the number of contiguous low order ones, can be related to the number of hosts n by R(A) ≈ log 2 (ϕn) (where ϕ ≈ 0.7735). Inverting creates an estimator for n ≈ ϕ2 R(A) .
Though this estimator has a high variance, Flajolet and Martin use a stochastic averaging process to obtain a more reliable estimate at the cost of higher storage requirements. Each host is deterministically sorted into one of m bins B i [n], and one sketch is generated for each bin. The estimate is obtained using the average R() value of all bins, and by multiplying the result by the number of bins.
As Consadine et al note, the sketch has two properties that make it useful for distributed counting protocols. First, the computation continues unaltered if the input set is split into n independent parts, each generating bitstring A n ; A is the bitwise OR of all A n . Second, A is insensitive (by design) to duplication between A n ; two identical A n may be combined without altering the outcome. Consequently, if each host starts with bitstring B i,0 = 2 ρ(i) , updating it by performing a bitwise OR with all received bitstrings, the host's bitstring will eventually converge to the network-wide sketch A. This protocol is summarized in Figure 3 .
Each new host brings with it an additional identifier, and an additional chance for a high order bit to be set. Unless hosts remove their contribution to the systemwide bit vector before departing, the estimate increases monotonically. However, even when a host is able to announce its departure, it cannot independently determine whether any other host has the same identifier; No individual host can detect when a bit in the sketch should be unset, even when failures are detectable. Self-healing requires that a participant know when it is correct to unset a bit in it's current bitstring. We achieve this by conceptually representing each bit as an independent gossip message with an age parameter, re-advertised once per gossip iteration. Thus, a predefined number of gossip iterations after the message leaves its source host (or upon receipt of a fresher message), a receiving host can safely discard it.
The selection of an appropriate time-to-live is nontrivial. A maximum time-to-live could be derived from the expected time it takes a gossip message to reach the entire network; One iteration after the expected propagation time of a message, all hosts should have received a subsequent (fresher) message. However, in uniform gossip, the expected propagation time is proportional to the logarithm of the network size [10] ; Expected propagation time cannot be obtained without the value the protocol is designed to compute.
While network size is not known in advance, the propagation time is also inversely proportional to the number of hosts sourcing the message. Karp et al [8] note in their analysis of gossip propagation that the number of affected hosts grows exponentially until approximately half the nodes have received the message (in push-gossip). Conversely, halving the number of affected hosts increases convergence time linearly. Once half of the nodes are aware of the message, the fraction of unaware nodes is lowered by a constant multiplier every round. From this point, the time until the message is received with arbitrarily high confidence is constant in the network size.
The variant protocol, Count-Sketch-Reset relies on the nonuniqueness of identifiers generated by ρ. The probability that any given host will source bit k is 1 2 k+1 . Thus, even before any gossip takes place, half the network is already sourcing the lowest order bit. Every subsequent bit is sourced with half the probability of the prior bit. Consequently, the time required to make half the network aware of bit k is linear in k. The time to reach the rest of the network with high probability from the halfway point is constant, so the gossip propagation time can be derived solely from k. By extension, it is possible to derive a suitable maximum time-to-live that is entirely agnostic to the network size. The Count-Sketch-Reset protocol is summarized in Figure 4 .
B. Summation
As Considine et al demonstrate in their treatment of counting sketches, sketches may also be used to compute sums. To register the value v, a node acquires v independent identifiers. The additional identifiers can be stored in the same bit vector, so the only space and performance overhead introduced by this process is due to the need for a larger bit vector (the size of which scales logarithmically in the range of v).
It is possible to achieve even higher space efficiency at the cost of precision. Count-Sketch-Reset can be used to compute the number of nodes in the network, while PushSum-Revert computes the average value in the network. The two values multiplied together are an estimate of the networkwide sum. Though this results in larger error, Push-Sum-Revert requires an order of magnitude less bandwidth and storage space than Count-Sketch-Reset. Since the cost of the latter may be amortized over multiple summations, the aggregate cost of this Invert-Average protocol is much lower.
IV. RELATED WORK
This work builds on weighted averaging as developed by Kempe et al [4] , as well as a variety of work based on counting sketches [9] , [5] , [11] . Both approaches converge on the desired aggregate by allowing randomly selected host pairs to converge individually. Because piecewise convergence is achieved through zero-sum exchanges, every interaction causes individual host estimates to converge on the global aggregate. We extend these protocols to maintain a running estimate of the aggregate, responding to changes in network configuration by continuing to converge on the correct value.
Jelasity and Montresor [12] describe a technique similar to Kempe et al's Push-Sum. They further extend this technique to make use of epochs in order to maintain a running estimate of the average. Though more accurate than introducing local error, the use of epochs introduces an undesirable cyclic dependency on the size of the network.
Kostoulas et al [13] present two algorithms for estimating the number of hosts in a dynamic cluster. The first of these, Hops Sampling, measures the average gossip distance between every host in the network and a predefined leader host, a value related to the network size. The second protocol, Interval Density, requires that an observer record a sampling of the randomly assigned identifiers of observed hosts. Sampling a subset of the identifier space limits the size of this list, while using uniformly distributed identifiers ensures that the sample is applicable to the entire space.
The former approach is similar to Count-Sketch-Reset in that it relates gossip propagation time to network size, but relies on a central coordinator host. The latter approach requires that each host (or single host) be able to observe all participants. In highly distributed, limited-connectivity environments such as ad-hoc wireless networks, both of these requirements are likely to be infeasible.
Other work on in-network aggregation involves the imposition of structure onto the network. TAG [1] , Mobile Agents [2] and SPIN [3] attempt to limit the bandwidth used in datadissemination protocols by performing aggregation inside the network. All three flood small user requests for data through the entire network and then use the flood path to build a spanning tree. Data is then passed up the spanning tree and aggregated where possible. A slightly more general approach is taken by Directed Diffusion [14] , where the spanning tree adapts to requests issued by different parts of the network. However, despite this adaptability, a relatively stable network is still assumed. Push-Sum-Revert and Count-Sketch-Reset introduce a small, bounded error into the results, but are able to operate in an entirely unstructured dynamic network environment.
V. CONCLUSION
We have presented a general class of distributed aggregation protocols: the dynamic distributed aggregation protocol. Protocols in this class are fundamental to the design of decentralized wireless infrastructures. We have proposed several variant algorithms that may be used to maintain the average, count, and sum aggregates in such dynamic environments. These three techniques demonstrate how small, directed errors may be used to maintain estimates of aggregates over volatile networks.
